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Laboratories are changing.

Fragmented. Paper-driven. Spreadsheets, Macros, Time consuming.

Consolidated. Software-driven. Automated.

They need qualitative tests, automated hardware & 

software to sew everything together. 



Challenges in high-throughput genotyping

Ops

If required, could we 
scale up?

Can we easily predict 
future costs in terms 

of analysis?

Lab 
management

Is your laboratorium 
process as efficient as 

it could be?

Are the results correct 
& standardised?

Is your staff happy?

Unchallenging, 
repetitive tasks adding 
no structural value to 

the lab?

Lab
Personnel

Systems

How can I implement 
new technology in 
increasingly busy 

workflow?

How do I standardise 
my PCR analysis 
across multiple 

locations or 
departments?



Artificial intelligence & software 
enabling laboratories.

Breeding & purity check 

workflows

Pathogen detection workflows



Any assay

Any device

Analysis

Interpretation

Report into LIMS 

Deploy artificial intelligence for real-time PCR



Set up a run in seconds

Choose a run. Plate is set up automatically. Click 

analyse.



Raw file to report in a matter of seconds.

Raw file to report in a matter of seconds.



Export to LIMS, PDF-report or CSV

Direct export to LIMS, PDF report or CSV-download



How does it work?

1.

AI to analyse curves

2.

Associate decision trees

3.

Process result 

downstream

Feature 

1

Feature 

2



Any cycler Any reader
Analysis

Interpretation

Report into 

LIMS 

Deploy artificial intelligence for end-point PCR



A user interface built for productivity

All your projects. Across multiple devices.



A user interface built for productivity

Automatically analyse hundreds of plates. FastTyper 

filters out anomalous results.



A user interface built for productivity

Plot all PCR plates for a single assay in one graph 

to increase productivity



FastTyper becomes (even) smarter over time.

Generic algorithm

Assay 1

Assay 2

Assay 3

Assay-specific models

*Examples



Secure. Validated. Global.

UgenTec focuses on building secure hosted 

solutions, so data is always safe, private & fast.

Hosted across 

the globe on

Certified quality 

management system



Breeding & Purity check 

workflows

Pathogen detection workflows

Come and discuss AI and your 
workflow at our booth


